Instructions
for Registrations of

AUSCYCLING
NATIONAL
ROAD SERIES
EVENTS

The National Road Series is
the premier domestic cycling
series in the Oceania Region.
This has been achieved
through consistent and
innovative delivery of
the sport. The series
provides the highest
standards of safety and
racing for the best road
riders in Australia.
NRS events are
designed to engage with
communities across
the country to deliver
community, commercial
and economic outcomes
for all stakeholders.

The purpose of this
document is to provide
Event Organisers with
details of the required
management standards
for National Road
Series (NRS) events. It
outlines the application,
planning, operational
and reporting
processes and provides
the framework for
assessing whether
events qualify for
selection or retention of
NRS status.
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AusCycling along with our teams, events, partners and
stakeholders will strive to build a world-class national
series of road racing which attracts national and
international recognition through:

A focus on the highest
standards of safety, competition,
and commercial success
achievable

Requiring events, teams and
athletes to focus on the pursuit
of excellence

Ensuring all events and teams
are professional, sustainable,
committed, high performing
organisations who value the
purpose

Delivering competition that has
international competitor and
broadcast reach

Providing equal opportunities
and recognition for men’s and
women’s competition

Providing opportunities for
desired pathways for athletes
and teams looking towards the
international stage

Registration as a AusCycling National Road
Series event provides a number of key
benefits including:

Media
Exposure

•

30-minute SBS
broadcast package

•

Social Media Views: 1M+

•

Event Spectators:
25,000+

Performance
Incentives

Team are incentivised to
race at events

Development
Opportunities

AusCycling provide
development opportunities
for race organisers

Operational
Support

AusCycling support events
operationally through
officials, timing and
results, look and feel of
event

CHAPTER 3

ROLE AND SUPPORT OF
AUSCYCLING
AusCycling plays a positive role in assisting event
organisers to achieve the best possible outcome for
their event and the sport of cycling. AC can
provide advice and assistance with the operational
and commercial planning for the event and may
also be able to access infrastructure and
marketing support that events can utilise, including:
▪ Capturing and production of video highlights of
the events.
▪ Display all NRS video content on the AC digital
assets
▪ The supply of AC barrier signage
▪ The provision of marketing support and content
generation resources via the AC website,
Facebook, Twitter and circulation of press
releases to AC media contacts national media
list of all specialist sport and major metro
publications, radio and TV
▪ The inclusion of the event on the national
calendar
▪ The direct promotion of the event to all registered
NRS teams, AC members and the public
▪ Providing operational support on timing and
officials Commissaires
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Calendar
The NRS Calendar has two parts:
▪ Tours: June - November & February & March
▪ Classics: February – May
When considering events for the calendar AC will
review:
▪ The selection of events that are able to achieve the
operating standards.
▪ The coordination of event dates to reduce
travelling commitments on participating teams and
encourage greater participation.
▪ The promotion and addition of events with the
potential for commercial, media, membership and
public interest.
▪ Ensuring a National footprint for the series.
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4.1

Criteria
All events seeking NRS status and inclusion on
the NRS calendar are required to meet key
criteria on which their application will be
assessed.
The event and Event Organiser must have
previously met and demonstrated high standards
of race organisation and implementation prior to
the year of application.

4.2

4.3

Process

Dates

AusCycling Open Application Process

July 9

Organisers to provide:
• Application Form (including entry
fees, course information)
• Event Budget
• Previous Chief Commissaire Report

July 9 – August 27

Close of Application Period

August 27

Announcement of NRS Calendar of Events

September 1

Organisers may request
dates however these
will only be considered
by AC and may not be
accepted.
Date changes during
the season will only be
accepted in exceptional
circumstances. Any
changes must be agreed
upon by over 75% of
NRS Teams entered.

4.5

4.4

Courses and
Format

Fees
All events will be charged the following fees as
part of the NRS.
Fee

Payable To

Process

Amount

Event Sanction
Fee
TBC% of Entries
Fees

AusCycling

Invoiced

TBC

AusCycling

Drawn from
entry fees

TBC

*Additionally, events will be required to provide 1 Stagiaire/U19 entry per
team free of charge where the team has the maximum number of riders

The preferred format
by AusCycling is to
hold road races and
time trials. Road Races
may be conducted on
a variety of courses
however a preference is
for circuit based courses
between 8 and 15km.
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5.1

Event Management Plan
An electronic copy of the Event Management Plan
must be provided to AC at least three (3) weeks
prior to the event (contact AC to obtain the ‘Event
Management Plan – NRS’ document template).

5.2

Stakeholder Engagement
The development of a
positive relationship with
the relevant stakeholders
is crucial to their support
and the ultimate success
of an event. There are a
number of stakeholders
to be considered in the
concept, planning and
execution phases of an
event. These include but
are not limited to:
▪ Local Government
Authorities.
▪ Police.
▪ State Road and
Transport Authorities.

▪ Local cycling clubs.
▪ AusCycling/State &
Territory offices.
▪ Event sponsors.
Approvals will need to
be obtained from the
government authorities
before the event can
be conducted. It is best
practice to notify them
as early as possible
and encourage their
involvement in the
event planning process.
These must be provided
to AusCycling 1 week
prior to the event.

▪ Affected groups on
courses (residents and
businesses).
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5.3

Event Safety
The NRS aims to present road cycling races at the
highest standard that is entertaining to both spectators
and television viewers. To ensure the sport is showcased
in the most positive light, event safety measures are
paramount. For NRS events these include:
▪ All racing must be held on roads which are closed
or under a rolling full road closure. Courses must be
selected with safety considerations as well as athletic/
competitive requirements in mind.
▪ Where required for crowd safety and/or control the
event start line should have sufficient crowd control
barricades on either side of the road. However a
minimum of 10mtrs, either side of the start zone,
should be provided with some form of barrier on
which AC/sponsor signage can be attached.
▪ The event finish line should have sufficient crowd
control barricades on either side of the road to ensure
the safety of spectators, riders and race personnel,
with a minimum of 50 metres of crowd control.
▪ Additional barriers may be required for safety

reasons in some events due to the nature of the
course (speed of riders crossing the line, technical
finishes with corners and local conditions) and will be
determined on a case-by-case basis).

▪ An application must be made to AC to reduce the

numbers of barricades where exceptional
circumstances exist that may warrant such a request.

▪ Barriers shall be continuously joined.
▪ Dividing barriers on an “Out & back” or “Hot dog”

circuit shall be continuously joined, where only a
centre line separates riders.

▪ An application must be made to AC for any

alternate arrangements for diversions.
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▪ A minimum of two first aid response vehicles (with 2
responders each) are required for all road races. One
is permissible for time trials and criteriums.
▪ Prior to the start of the event, the Event Organiser
must provide starting teams with a list that includes
addresses, directions and contacts of the hospitals
which have been contacted prior to the event and are
equipped to handle possible event injuries.
▪ The event must have appropriately marked lead and
sweep (sag wagon) vehicles in the convoy.
▪ The course should also be reviewed two (2) weeks out
from the event by the Event Organiser, to ensure no
major changes or road works have occurred that may
create a hazard for riders or event staff. Two (2) weeks
is deemed sufficient time to allow the Event Organiser
to make the changes required to alleviate any safety
concerns.
▪ The course must be inspected on the race day, prior
to the race start, with all areas that are classed as
hazardous to riders and pose a risk of injury (e.g.
crumbling road surface or potholes) clearly indicated
by an Event Marshall with a flag or repaired prior
to the race starting. A course inspection checklist
has been designed to assist with this task.
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CHAPTER 6

PRESENTATION OF
EVENT
Sponsorship of each NRS event and the
AusCycling National Road Series as a
whole is integral to the success of the
series and enables future growth and
development. NRS events are a showcase for
the sport at the National level and provide
opportunities for sponsors to receive national
recognition. As a result, it is important to
ensure a consistent and professional
approach is adopted for the management
and presentation of events, event personnel/
volunteers and NRS sponsors.
AusCycling recognises
that individual event
sponsorship is a critical
factor for the
sustainability of each
event and is committed
to ensuring local sponsors
receive extensive
exposureat each event.
Approval of an NRS event
application incorporates
a framework for ensuring
appropriate exposure for
both individual event
sponsors and NRS
sponsors and is
detailed in the sub-sections
below.

The categories in which
NRS series sponsors have
exclusivity will be provided
by AusCycling.
It should be noted that
event promoters who have
more than one event with
NRS designation will not
be able to bundle these
events in any series format.
The only series format with
overall leader recognition
is the AusCycling National
Road Series.
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6.1

Start and Finish Areas
Attention should be given to ensuring a professional and
exciting look and feel to start and finish areas.
▪ The finish line must be marked with a solid or inflatable
gantry or finish banner.
▪ A finish gantry or arch must either be used as the finish
gantry or to provide aesthetic appeal in the vicinity of the
finish area. This provision may be altered in response to
local conditions or requirements.
▪ There must be a specified amount of advertising space on
start and finish line infrastructure and barriers available for
NRS series sponsors as notified by AC.
▪ AC and partners are to be allocated a total of 30 metres (4 x
7.5 metre mesh signs) of signage space within the finishing
chute.
▪ A Signage Plan should indicate the visibility for event
partners within the start and finish chutes and on the finish
gantry. The Signage Plan should be sent to AC for approval
3 weeks prior to the event.
▪ Distance signage 10km, 5km, 3km, 1km, 500m, 200m, 100m
indicating the kilometers to go for the race finish should be
used. Signage outlining the location of, and 1km to go of
the KOM/QOM and Sprint points is also required. The event
should have a well-informed, experienced commentator
and AusCycling will provide specific NRS information which
can be used by the commentator e.g. current team and
individual rankings and past results.
▪ The sign on of riders provides an opportunity to create an
additional focus for public and sponsor activity and should
be considered in all event plans.
▪ A public address system must be used and be of sufficient
power and coverage through extension speakers to ensure
the spectating public, riders and officials in the start and
finish areas can clearly hear event announcements.
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6.2

Media & Presentation
Backdrops
All media and event backdrops are to include the logo of
AusCycling and the AusCycling NRS event partner logo in
equal prominence to that of the local race or stage event
sponsors/partners.
Media presentation and backdrops must be approved by
AusCycling prior to use.

6.3

Printed Material
The NRS logo must be used on all printed material e.g.
programs, gantry, flyers. The applicable AusCycling style
guide must be followed. All drafts need to be forwarded to
the AC Marketing and Communications department at
marketing@auscycling.org.au at least two (2) days prior to
printing.
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7.1

Officials
NRS races must have an experienced person as Race
Director. The race director has a key role in the planning
and delivery of an event and for ensuring a safe field
of play is given to Commissaires to run the event. The
appointment of this individual must be approved by
AusCycling at the event application stage. Should this
individual change the organiser must inform AusCycling
immediately to allow a consideration to approvethis
individual.

7.2

7.4

Technical
Guide

Managers
Meeting

A draft Event Technical Guide for the teams is to be
developed and presented to AC for review and comment
at least three (3) weeks before the event. The final
electronic copy must be provided to teams by the Event
Organiser at least one (1) week prior to the event start.

A Managers Meeting is
to be held no more than
18hrs prior to the event
start. All teams should
be alerted to the meeting
time and location at least
two (2) weeks prior to
the event. The purpose
of the Managers Meeting
is to convey important
safety and logistical
instructions to the team
managers. A roll call of the
registered teams will be
conducted and teams not
in attendance will receive
a fine of $250, payable to
AusCycling.

The Event Technical Guide must include:
▪ The time and location of team/rider briefings (and any
other meetings).
▪ The time and location of all stage starts (including a map
and course detail).
▪ A list of all officials and event staff with contact
information.
▪ An outline of the prize money distribution.
▪ An outline of the event technical regulations (e.g. time
bonuses, KOM and Sprint details, feeding rules and
location, information on the cut off time, if enforced).
▪ Details of the convoy formation and procedures.
▪ The event timing procedures and transponder
instructions.
▪ The honour roll.

7.3

Timing and Results
AusCycling will provide timing and results for all NRS
events.
Organisers must provide a camera operator to support the
timing team.
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CHAPTER 8

EVENT LOGISTICS
8.1

Event Presentations
The presentations are to be conducted within 20
minutes of the leading rider crossing the line. The
NRS Jerseys (U21/23 and Elite) should be
presented to the Series Leader (both male and
female) during the final presentation and always
be the last presentation in the sequence of
presentations.

8.2

Anti-Doping Control
All events are expected to provide adequate anti-doping
testing facilities if required. The facilities should include
a private waiting area, bathroom (including a toilet) and
administration room. The specific requirements are as
follows:

WAITING AREA:
▪

Drinks must be sealed and include a minimum of 12
bottlesof water.

▪

Seating must be provided for (at least) four (4) people.

BATHROOM:
▪

Must contain toilets and be large enough for the Doctor
or Nurse to witness the provision of the sample

▪

Must be equipped with running water, soap and towels.

ADMINISTRATION ROOM:
▪ Must contain two (2) desks and four (4) chairs
▪ Must contain at least one (1) power point (electrical outlet).
AusCycling will inform the Event Manager prior to the
event as to whether facilities need to be organised.

8.3

Accommodation and Meals
The organiser is required to negotiate and offer teams and
riders discounted rates at accommodation providers within
the event area.
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9.1

TV Production
Requirements
AusCycling may provide support with the filming and
production of an event highlights package. It is required
that:
▪ Event organisers are to provide accommodation for 2
people per day.
▪ Event Organisers provide a brief for the film crew that
outlines the sponsors, locations and businesses that
should be presented during the highlight package
and any additional suggestions to add local ‘colour’
or personal interest to the event, e.g. interview
opportunities with past winners or local celebrities/
cycling personalities. This brief should be sent to AC
three (3) weeks prior to the event.
▪ Event Organisers provide assistance, where possible, to
maximise the quality of event coverage.
▪ All efforts will be made by AC to provide highlight
footage to race promoters for marketing and
promotional purposes.
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9.2

Promotion
Successful promotion is an important element of raising
the awareness and profile of both the event and the NRS.
To maximise promotional opportunities, Event Organisers
are encouraged to develop a Marketing and Media Plan that
includes a task list and timeline for the following:
▪ Website review and updates.
▪ Event advertising.
▪ Media releases and engagement.
▪ Team promotional opportunities.
To assist AC promote the event through the NRS website:
▪ The Event Organisers should use their best endeavours to
provide AC with event details and information in the format
requested at least one (1) month prior to the first event on
the NRS calendar.
▪ The Event Organisers should use their best endeavours
to provide AC with a minimum of three (3) media releases
prior to the event and one (1) post event (consideration
should be given to daily releases for multi-day events).
▪ The Event Organisers should use their best endeavours
to send event photos to the AC Marketing department at
marketing@auscycling.org.au within six (6) hours of the
stageor event completion.
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Each event must demonstrate
that it will be able to meet its
financial obligations to be part of
the series.
The budget shall be provided outlining:
▪ All major areas of income and expense
▪ Shall demonstrate areas of guaranteed revenue and
areas of uncertainty.
▪ The budget must at least be balanced (expenses
must be covered by income at least).
To help with budgeting AusCycling has also developed
an event costing sheet for outlining potential event
costs.
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CHAPTER 11

EVENT CONTRACT

All events will be
required to enter
into a contract.
AusCycling has
developed a model
contract for
organisers to review
when considering
application to the
series.

AusCycling

This contract may be
altered prior to the
final contracting of
events.
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The comprehensive review of NRS events is an essential
component of ensuring a quality assurance approach that
will assist Event Organisers, administrators and officials.
Key requirements are that:
▪ The event organiser, Race Director, Chief Commissaire
and AC will undertake at least 3 pre-event planning
meetings.
▪ The Event Organiser is to submit an Event Report within
21 days of the event conclusion. The report is to be sent
to AC at road@auscycling.org.au.
▪ The Chief Commissaire is to submit a Commissaire’s
Report on the event within 7 days of the event
conclusion. The report is to be sent to the AC Technical
Commission at officials@auscycling.org.au.
▪ It is recommended that a short meeting between the Chief
Commissaire and Race Director occur immediately after the
event to discuss key aspects of the points that will be made
in the post event report.

▪ AusCycling will undertake a formal debrief within14
days of the event with the race organiser, Chief
Commissaire and Race Director.

The reports will assist
AC in the future
development of the NRS
and allow any issues
identified in the reports
to be appropriately
addressed. A post-event
meeting will be convened
between AC and the
EventOrganiser to debrief on any issues
identified in the reports
and plan for
improvements in future
events. It is also an
opportunity to provide
feedback to AC on NRS.

More Information:
AusCycling Limited
Events & Racing Department
Phone: +61 3 9099 0638
Email: road@auscycling.org.au

